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INTING, J.: 

--------- x 

Before the Court is a Petition I for Review on Certiorari under 
Rule 45 of the Rules of Court seeking to set aside the Decision2 dated 
May 7, 2015 and the Resolution3 dated July 27, 2015 of the Court of 
Appeals (CA) in CA-G.R. CV No. 03239-MIN. In the assailed 
issuances, the CA reversed the Decision4 dated January 10, 2013 of 
Branch 19, Regional Trial Court (RTC), Cagayan de Oro City in FC 
Civil Case No. 2009-065 dismissing the petition for declaration of 
nullity of marriage filed by Bryan D. Yeban (Bryan) against Maria Fe B. 
Padua-Yeban (Fe) under Article 36 of the Family Code. 

On official leave. 
1 Rollo, pp. 9- 24. 

Id. at 28-49; penned by Associate Justice Maria Filomena D. Singh with Associate Justices Oscar 
V. Badelles and Edward B. Contreras, concurring. 
Id. at 5 1-52; penned by Associate Justice Maria Fi lomena D. Singh with Associate Justices Oscar 
V. Badelles and Pablito A. Perez, concurring. 

• Id. at 74-80; penned by Presid ing Judge Evelyn Gamotin Nery. 
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The Antecedents 

Bryan and Fe met sometime in 1996 as officemates at PCI Bank 
in Cagayan de Oro City. After six months of comiship, they became 
sweethearts, and subsequently they got married in civil rites on March 
24, 1998. On November 7, 1998, they had a church wedding in San 
Antonio de Padua Parish. 5 Their marriage produced two sons: Duke 
Daniel P. Ye ban, born on April 6, 1999;6 and , Ethan Duane P. Yeban 
(Ethan), born on November 12, 2000.7 

On October 15, 2009, Bryan filed with the RTC of Cagayan de 
Oro City a Petition8 for Declaration of Nullity of Marriage against Fe on 
the ground of psychological incapacity. 

Despite service of summons, Fe failed to file her answer.9 

Trial ensued. 10 

In his petition, Bryan alleged the following: 

Prior to the marriage, Fe confided to Bryan that she had a long
standing conflict with her mother. Her mother was very strict and would 
even beat her. 11 

When Brya:-1• was set to be transferred to PCI Bank, Davao 
Branch, he acceded to Fe's request that she get out of the clutches of her 
mother; thus, his decision to marry Fe. Their civil wedding was attended 
only by their friends. After the birth of their first son, they moved in and 
lived with his parents. Unfortunately, Fe had a l~onflict with his mother, 
Quirina D. Yeban (Quirina), which got worse when Fe was pregnant 
with their second son, Ethan. In one instance, Fe had a heated altercation 
with Quirina which ended up with Fe getting a knife and brandishing it 

' Id. at 28-29. 
6 See Certificate of Live Bi11h of Duke Daniel P. Yeban, id. at 72. 
7 See Certificate of Live Birth of Ethan Duane P. Yeban, id. at 73 . 
8 Id. at 58-69. 
0 Id. at 14. 
I D Id. 

II lc/.at6I. 
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at Quirina's face. Bryan and Fe subsequently decided to move out of his 
parents' house. 12 

At work, Fe often contradicted bank policies implemented by 
Bryan, being the senior officer, thereby compromising his career and 
dignity. There was even an incident where it came to a point that Fe had 
to be transferred to another position as punishment for her refusal to sign 
her evaluation report. 13 

Eventually, Fe got tired of her work and became discontented with 
the state of her life that she wanted to go abroad and be free. With 
Bryan's consent ar,d suppo1i, she left in 2005 and sta1ied to work in a 
bank in Dubai.14 With her earnings, Fe barely sent money for their kids, 
yet she sent money to her mother and siblings. Her calls became less 
frequent. 15 In one of their conversations, Bryan asked Fe of her plans for 
the future. She answered that she intended to stay in Dubai for the next 
five to IO years. When Bryan told her that it was quite long, she asked 
him whether he cc•uld afford to support her if she went home. Bryan 
answered that she 3pent too much on her lifestyle; hence, he could not 
afford to support her and that his priorities are the kids and their family. 16 

When Fe would come home from abro~,d, she would live and 
transfer between two houses - their family house at San Agustin and her 
house in Kalambaguhan Street, Cagayan de Oro City. Bryan and Fe no 
longer shared a ro0m whenever she visited, and the last time they were 
together was in April 2009.17 

· 

Fe came home sometime in December of 2009. However, she and 
Bryan did not see each other because he was in Butuan at the time. His 
mother merely called him to inform him that Fe went to their house and 
fetched the childreP. 18 

12 Id. at 29 and 61-62. 
13 Id at 29 and 62-63. 
1~ Id. at 64. 
i i Id. at 30. 
16 Id. 
i 1 Id 
is Id 
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In support o, ' his case, Bryan presented J·,is mother, Quirina, and 
Dr. Maria19 Nen·1 R. Pefiaranda (Dr. Pefi.aranda), a practicing 
p~ychiatrist. 

Quirina testifed that she only met Fe onL:c prior to her marriage 
with her son, Bryan. It was during their town fiesta when Bryan invited 
Fe to their house. Her first impression was that Fe treated his son as 
some sort of a "wi.iter" as she would instruct bim to get her food and 
water.20 

Meanwhile, Dr. Pefiaranda, in her Psychological Evaluation 
Report, conclude,! that Fe is psychologically incapacitated to fulfill the 
essential marital oc 1igations, to wit:2 1 

x x x T :e manifestations of narcissistic personality disorder in 
the respondent [Fe] is seen in her lack of empathy to the feelings and 
needs of her I tmily. She did not take care of l er children and her 
husband even when they were sick. She handles viticisms, even when 
constructive, poorly. This can be seen in her fi.·,~ --1uent conflicts with 
her monther-i11-1aw, her co-workers and her superiors . She showed 
arrogant and haughty behaviour. She also expected others, including 
her spouse, h) :mtomatically comply with her w ishes. This pattern of 
behavior was ,;een even prior to the marriage nf the couple in her 
being demand ng of her then boyfriend's [Bryan] time. The other 
manifestations of narcissistic personality discrder became more 
ev·ident when the couple married and the duties and obligations of 
marriage bee ·.me pronounced on the respondent [Fe]. This 
maladaptive pUtern of responding to the dema:1d::; of married life on 
the part of i :·ie respondent [Fe] was perva::ive and consistent 
throughout the time that she lived with the p.::titio:1er [Bryan] and 
even when tht .:1 were already separated. The p~rvasiveness of this 
maladaptive beaaviour led to the separation of the spouses, hence it is 
grave enough t. , cause the breakup of the marital · ,nion.22 

RTC Ruling 

On January 10, 2013, the RTC rendere~J a Decision23 denying 
Bryan's petition, the dispositive portion of whict reads: 

19 Spells d as "Ma." in the· •nllo. 
'
0 Rr,!!o, p. 30. 

" As culled from the Comment dated April 8, 2016, id. at 144-14?. 
22 hi. at 146. 
23 Id. at 74-80. 
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ALL Tl IE FOREGOING CONSIDERED, the Petition to have 
the marriage or Petitioner Bryan D. Yeban to Respondent Maria Fe B. 
Padua declared. a nullity is DENIED.24 

Aggrieved, Eryan filed a Motion for Reconsideration25 of the RTC 
Decision. Finding he arguments in the motion mmeritorious, the RTC 
denied the motion in its Order26 dated April 29, 2013. · 

Unsatisfied, Bryan appealed the denial of his petition to the CA.27 

CA Ruling 

In the Decisi Jn28 dated May 7, 2015, the CA reversed and set aside 
the RTC Decision :i.nd found Fe to be psychologically incapacitated to 
perform her essential marital obligations, and thus, declared Fe's 
marriage to Bryan a:) null and void, viz.: 

WHER :FORE, the appeal is GRANT£[., The Decision dated 
.January 10, 2013 in Civi l Case No. 2009-065 of the Regional Trial 
Court, Branch l 9, Cagayan de Oro City is RI' VERSED and SET 
ASIDE. Accord;ngly, the marriage between BRYAN D. YEBAN and 
MARIA FE 8 . PADUA is declared null and void under A1iicle 36 of 
the Family Co· !e as amended. 

SO ORDERED.29 

The Republ~c (petitioner), through the Office of the Solicitor 
General (OSG) m0ved for reconsideration,30 but the CA denied it in its 
Resolution31 dated .luly 27, 2015. 

Hence, the instant petition. 

The OSG argues that the CA Decision ha::, no basis in fact and in 
law. It argues that tne root cause of the alleged psychological illness and 

14 Id. at 80. 
2
~ Id. at 81-92. 

le, Id. at 93-94. 
27 See Notice of Appeal dated March 15, 2013, id. at 95-96. 
28 Id. at 28-49. 
"
0 Id. at 48. 

30 See Motion for Recons deration (Re: Decision dated May 7, 20 15) dated May 28, 2015, id. at I 32-
139. 

JI Id. ::it 5 1-52. 
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its incapacitating nature was not established because Fe was never 
personally examined by Dr. Pefiaranda.32 

The Courts Ruling 

The Court denies the petition. 

A1ticle 36 of the Family Code, as amended,33 provides: 

Art. 36. A marriage contracted by any party who, at the time of 
the celebration, was psychologically incapacitaL?d to comply with the 
essential maritc.11 obligations of marriage, shall likewise be void even if 
such incapacity becomes manifest only after its solemnization. 

In deciding cases involving nullity of ma:Tiage on the ground of 
psychological incap3.city, the Court in Republic ,,. Court of Appeals and 
Molina34 (Molina) laid down the following guidelines, to wit: 

( I) The burden of proof to show the nullity of the marriage 
belongs to the plaintiff. Any doubt should be resolved in favor of the 
existence and continuation of the marriage and against its dissolution 
and nullity. x x x. 

(2) The root cause of the psychological incapacity must 
be (a) medica!!y or clinically identified, (b) a llef;ed in the complaint, 
( c) sufficiently proven by experts and ( d) clearly explained in the 
decision. x x x. 

(3) The incapacity must be proven to be :.!Xisting at "the time 
of the celebration" of the marriage. xx x. 

(4) Such incapacity must also be shown to be medically or 
clinically permanent or incurable. x x x. 

(5) Such illness must be grave enough to bring about the 
disability of the party to assume the essential obligations of marriage. 
XX X . 

(6) Th~ essential marita l obligations must be those embraced 
by Articles 68 :1p to 71 of the Family Code as regards the husband and 

n /d.at l6- 18. 
33 As amended by Executive O rder No. 227, entitled "Amending Executive Order No. 209, 

Otherwise Known as the Family Code of the Philippines," approved on July 17, 1987. 
-'

4 335 Phil. 664 ( 1997). 
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wife as well as Articles 220, 221 and 225 of the same Code in regard 
to parents and tl1eir children. x x x. 

(7) Interpretations given by the National Appellate 
Matrimonial Tribunal of the Catholic Church in the Philippines, while 
not controlling or decisive, should be given great respect by our 
courts. x x x. 

xxxx 

(8) The trial court must order the prosecuting attorney or fiscal 
and the Solicitor General to appear as counsel for the state. No 
decision shall l)e handed down unless the Solicitor General issues a 
ce11ification, which will be quoted in the decision, briefly stating 
therein his rea::ions for his agreement or opposition, as the case may 
be, to the petition. x x x.35 

Parenthetically, for a husband to be entitled to a declaration of the 
nullity of his man-i:1ge with his wife under Artide 36, the totality of the 
evidence presented must sufficiently prove that i1is wife's psychological 
incapacity was grave, incurable, and existing prior to the time of the 
marriage, and vice-versa.36 

Unfortunately, the foregoing guidelines turned out to be too rigid, 
such that petitions for declaration of nullity were practically condemned 
to the fate of certai ,1 rejection. In hindsight, the Court stated that it may 
have been stringent in imposing such a rigid set of rules in resolving all 
cases of psychological incapacity.37 In Ngo Te ' '. Gutierrez Yu-Te,38 the 
Court noted that the Molina guidelines were intended to prevent the 
dissolution of the F ~lipino family, an inviolable social institution, at the 
whim of the parties. Its rigid application to every instance, however, 
"has taken its toll on people who have to live with deviant behavior, 
moral insanity a,· 1d sociopathic personality anomaly, which, like 
termites, consume little by little the very foundatwn of their families, our 
basic social institutions."39 

Be that as i,· may, the CA found that Brynn was able to comply 
with the guidelines set in preceding jurisprudence.40 It held that the 

_; i Id at 676-680. CitationJ omitted. 
3
" See Mendoza v. Rep. o.f the Phils., 698 Phil. 241 , 243 (201 2). 

37 See Ka/aw v. Fernandf :, 750 Phil. 482, 5 14 (2015). 
18 598 Phil. 666 (2009). 
39 Id at 696. 
•
10 Rollo, p. 40. 
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totality of the evidence presented by Bryan shows more than just a mere 
difficulty or even refusal on the part of Fe to perform her marital and 
parental obligation: .. 

The Court agrees with the CA. 

Records show that Bryan was able to comply with the rigid 
requirements set forth in Molina, to wit: 

First, foyan succesfully discharged his burden to prove the 
psychological i 1capacity of his wife. Apart from L ryan's testimony, he 
presented witnesses who corroborated his allegations regarding his 
wife's behavio;· :'. x x. 

xxxx 

Second.. the root cause of Fe's psychok\1,ical incapacity has 
been medical!:, 0r clinically identified, alleged in the petition, and 
sufficiently proven by expert testimony. 

xxxx 

The difficult relationship Fe has with her mother, which 
started in chilc hood and which continues to the present, is the root 
cause of Fe's personal ity di sorder. The physical abuse Fe has 
experienced a~ the hands of her very own moth,:'. · has scarred her fo r 
life as it has i:·atently caused her to be harde11ed to the point of 
callousness, a defense mechanism to insulate ;-.. ~rself from feeling 
anything at all. This made Fe lose her human trait of empathy fo r 
other people. T ·, is also likely killed her maternal instincts. x xx. 

xxxx 

Third[,; Fe's psychological incapacity wa'., established to have 
clearly existed at the time of a!1d before the ~elebration of her 
marriage to Br·,an. Even before their marriage, Bryan testified to the 
mani festations of Fe's personal ity di sorder such as when he found Fe 
to be uncompromising and hard-headed. 

xxxx 

Fourth! 1 The gravity of Fe's psycholo1:: ical .incapacity was 
adequately related. 
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Dr. Pefbranda affinned Bryan's testimony and declared that Fe 
is suffering from narcissistic personality disorder based on her 
behavioral pattern x x x. 

xxxx 

Fifth[,] Fe is evidently unable to comply with the essential 
marital obligations as embraced by Articles 68 to 71 of the Family 
Code. x x x In this case, Fe's unilateral decision to work abroad and 
be separated from her husband and children shows a wanton disregard 
for her children's moral, emotional and mental development, not to 
mention her husband's feelings. Worse, Fe, desjJite her earnings in 
Dubai, has not helped Bryan in supporting the nl!eds of the children. 
This is an inexplicable disregard of her duty as a parent to safeguard 
and protect her children xx x. 

xxxx 

Lastly, Fe's psychological incapacity was shown to be 
medically or cLnically permanent or incurable. 

The e>:iJert witness testified that Fe's personality disorder is 
incurable because she herself is not aware that her maladaptive 
behavior is cau,;ing a problem in her relationship~,. xx x.4 1 

The totality of the evidence presented shows that as a wife and a 
mother, Fe lacks empathy for the feelings and needs of her family and is 
unable to identify and realize the emotional needs and feelings of other 
people. This is further bolstered by the fact that she unilaterally decided 
to live by herself in Dubai. Worse, despite being gainfully employed 
thereat, she did net even help Bryan in supp01iing the needs of their 
children. The CA is thus correct in holding that the gravity, incurability 
and the root cause of Fe's psychological incapacity were sufficiently 
established. 

Clutching at straws, pet1t10ner contends that the CA Decision 
lacks factual and legal basis solely because Dr. Pefiaranda never 
pesonally examined and interviewed Fe. 

Petitioner's contention lacks merit. 

" Id. at 40-45. 
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For one, a person afflicted with a personality disorder will not 
necessarily have personal knowledge thereof.42 In most instances, he or 
she may not ever, be aware of the problem . because the abnormal 
behavior, which has never been co1Tected, comes naturally to him or her. 

For another, "marriage, by its very definition, necessarily involves 
only two persons. The totality of the behavior of one spouse during the 
cohabitation and marriage is generally and genuinely witnessed mainly 
by the other. "43 

As such, jurisprudence abounds that the "lack of personal 
examination and interview of the respondent, or any other person 
diagnosed with personality disorder, does not per se invalidate the 
testimonies of the doctors. Neither do their findings automatically 
constitute hearsay that would result in their exclusion as evidence."44 

In Kalaw v. Fernandez,45 the Court held that there is no 
re-:iuirement for one to be declared psychologically incapacitated to be 
personally examined by a physician, to wit: 

x x x Although her findings would seem to be unilateral under 
such circumstances, it was not right to disregard the findings on that 
basis alone. Ajter all, her expert opinion took into consideration other 
factors extant in the records, including the own opinions of another 
expert who ha·J analyzed the issue from the side of the respondent 
herself. Moreover, it is already settled that th,; courts must accord 
weight to expert testimony on the psychological a.nd mental state of the 
parties in cases for the declaration of the nullity of marriages, for by the 
very nature of A11icle 36 of the Family Code the .::ourts, "despite having 
the primary tas!, and burden of decision-making, must not discount but, 
instead, must consider as decisive evidence the 2-xpert opinion on the 
psychological and mental temperaments of the parties." 

x x x Consequently, the lack of persc,nal examination and 
interviei,v of th ~ person diagnosed with personality disorde,: like the 
respondent, did not per se invalidate the findir;gs of the experts . The 
Court has stressed in Marcos v. Marcos that there is no requirement for 
one to be deliared psychologically incapacitated to be personally 
examined by a physician, because what is important is the presence of 
evidence that adequately establishes the pa11y's psychological 
incapacity. He1,ce, "if the totality of evidence p,:esented is enough to 

42 Camacho-Reyes v. Reyes-Reyes, 642 Phil. 602, 629 (20 I 0). 
43 Id. at 627, c iting Articie ! of the Family Code of the Philippines. 
44 Id. 
4

; 750 Phil. 482 (20 15). 
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sustain a find ing of psychological incapacity, then actual medical 
examination o > the person concerned need i,at be reso1ied to. 46 

(Emphasis omi,led; italics supplied.) 

To be sure, doctors within their field of expe1ti_se can diagnose the 
psychological makE up of a person based on a number of factors which 
can be taken from different sources.47 

Here, it is undisputed that Fe was never personally examined by 
Dr. Pefiaranda as she was already living in Dubai. Nonetheless, Dr. 
Pefiaranda based h::~r assessment from other informants such as Bryan, 
his mother, Quiri1 1a, and Fe's former co-workers. Ce1tainly, Bryan, 
Quirina, and Fe's t,Jrmer co-workers had the occasion to interact with 
and experience Fe's behavioral pattern which they then relayed to Dr. 
Pefiaranda. 

Recently, in Tan-Anda! v. Andal,48 the Cumt dispensed with the 
requirement of permanence or incurability and held that the testimony of 
a psychologist or psychiatrist is not mandatory in all cases, viz.: 

x x x Psychological incapacity is neither a mental incapacity 
nor a personali :y disorder that must be proven through experi opinion. 
There must be proof, however, of the durable or enduring aspects of a 
person's personality, called "personality structur·~," which manifests 
itsdf through clear acts of dysfunctionality trat undermines the 
family. x x x. 

Proof m:' these aspects of personality need not be given by an 
experi. Ordinai y witnesses who have been present in the life of the 
spouses before the latter contracted marriage may testify on behaviors 
that they have consistently observed from the supposedly 
incapacitated : pouse. From there, the judge ,•; ill decide if these 
behaviors are iudicative of a true and serious inca;,acity to assume the 
essential marita! obligations.49 

Therefore, as long as the totality of evidence presented by the 
petitioner shows a .:;)ear case of psychological incapacity, the testimony 
of an expe1t witness, such as Dr. Pefiaranda, is nnt even needed. 

"" Id. at 502-503. Citatio,,·. omitted. 
•

7 Camacho-Reyes v. Reyes-Reyes, supra note 42 at 629. 
• R G.R. No. 196359, May 11 , 202 1. 
•" Id. 
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To the Com1's mind, Bryan arguably sacrificed his career and his 
hc..ppiness to support Fe's career and happiness. He even helped her fufill 
her dreams of living and working in Dubai while he single-handedly 
provided for their children. Sadly, Fe never appreciated Bryan's 
sacrifices. Worse, she told Bryan that she had no plans of going back to 
the Philippines because he cannot provide her with the material things 
she desired. Then, little by little, Fe stopped aU communications with 
Bryan and started living as if she was single. 50 J:i_dubitably, Fe's constant 
nonfulfillment of her marital and maternal responsibilities speaks 
volumes about her character. The Com1, thus, sees no point in 
compelling Bryan and Fe to stay and live together as husband and wife. 

All told, the Court's mandate to protect the inviolability of 
marriage as the basic foundation of our society does not preclude 
striking down a marital union that is ill-equipped to promote family life, 
as in the case. 51 

WHEREFORE, the petition is DENIED. The Decision dated 
May 7, 20 I 5 and the Resolution dated July 27, 2015 of the Court of 
Appeals in CA-G.R CV No. 03239-MIN are AFl<'IRMED. 

SO ORDERED. 

WE CONCUR: 

50 Rollo, p. 65-66. 

HEN 

(On official leave) 
ESTELA M. PERLAS-BERNABE 

Senior Associate Justice 

51 A.a/aw v. Fernandez, su ,'ra note 3 7 at 52 1-522. 

LB. INTING 
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